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The research field of system partitioning in modern electronic system design started to find strong advertence of scientists about
fifteen years ago. Since a multitude of formulations for the partitioning problem exist, the same multitude could be found in
the number of strategies that address this problem. Their feasibility is highly dependent on the platform abstraction and the
degree of realism that it features. This work originated from the intention to identify the most mature and powerful approaches
for system partitioning in order to integrate them into a consistent design framework for wireless embedded systems. Within
this publication, a thorough characterisation of graph properties typical for task graphs in the field of wireless embedded system
design has been undertaken and has led to the development of an entirely new approach for the system partitioning problem.
The restricted range exhaustive search algorithm is introduced and compared to popular and well-reputed heuristic techniques
based on tabu search, genetic algorithm, and the global criticality/local phase algorithm. It proves superior performance for a set
of system graphs featuring specific properties found in human-made task graphs, since it exploits their typical characteristics such
as locality, sparsity, and their degree of parallelism.
Copyright © 2008 B. Knerr et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

1.

INTRODUCTION

It is expected that the global number of mobile subscribers
will reach more than three billion in the year 2008 [1].
Considering the fact that the field of wireless communications emerged only 25 years ago, this growth rate is absolutely tremendous. Not only its popularity experienced such
a growth, but also the complexity of the mobile devices exploded in the same manner. The generation of mobile devices for 3G UMTS systems is based on processors containing
more than 40 million transistors [2]. Compared to the first
generation of mobile phones, a staggering increase in complexity of more than six orders of magnitude has taken place
[3] in the last 15 years. Unlike the popularity, the growing
complexity led to enormous problems for the design teams
to ensure a fast and seamless development of modern embedded systems.
The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors [4] reported a growth in design productivity, expressed in terms of designed transistors per staﬀ month,
of approximately 21% compounded annual growth rate

(CAGR), which lags behind the growth in silicon complexity. This is known as the design gap or productivity gap. A
broad range of reasons exist that hold responsible for the
design gap [5, 6]. The extreme heterogeneity of the applied
technologies in the systems adopts a predominant position
among those. The combination of computation-intensive
signal processing parts for ever higher data rates, a full
set of multimedia applications, and the multitude of standards for both areas led to a wild mixture of technologies
in a state-of-the-art mobile device: general-purpose processors, DSPs, ASICs, multibus structures, FPGAs, and analog mixed signal domains may be coexisting on the same
chip.
Although a number of EDA vendors oﬀer tool suites (e.g.,
ConvergenSC of CoWare, CoCentric System Studio of Synopsys, Matlab/Simulink of The MathWorks) that claim to
cope with all requirements of those designs, some crucial
steps are still not, or inappropriately, covered: for instance,
the automatic conversion from floating-point to fixed-point
representation, architecture selection, as well as system partitioning [7].
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This work focuses on the problem of hardware/software
(hw/sw) partitioning, that is, loosely spoken, the mapping
of functional parts of the system description to architectural components of the platform, while satisfying a set of
constraints like time, area, power, throughput, delay, and so
forth. Hardware then usually addresses the implementation
of a functional part, for example, performing an FIR or CRC,
as a dedicated hardware unit that features a high throughput
and can be very power eﬃcient. On the other hand, a custom
data path is much more expensive to design and inflexible
when it comes to future modifications. Contrarily, software
addresses the implementation of the functionality as code to
be compiled for a general-purpose processor or DSP core.
This generally provides flexibility and is cheaper to maintain,
whereas the required processors are more power consuming
and oﬀer less performance in speed. The optimal trade-oﬀ
between cost, power, performance, and chip area has to be
identified. In the following, the more general term system
partitioning is preferred to hw/sw partitioning, as the classical binary decision between two implementation types has
been overcome by the underlying complexity as well. The
short design cycles in the wireless domain boosted the demand for very early design decisions, such as architecture
selection and system partitioning on the highest abstraction
level, that is, the algorithmic description of the system. There
is simply no time left to develop implementation alternatives
[5], which was used to be carried out manually by designers recalling their knowledge from former products and estimating the eﬀects caused by their decision. The design complexity exposed this approach unfeasible and forced research
groups to concentrate their eﬀorts on automating the system
partitioning as much as possible.
For the last 15 years, system partitioning has been a research field starting with first approaches being rather theoretic in their nature up to quite mature approaches with a
detailed platform description and a realistic communication
model. N.B., until now, none of them has been included in
any commercial EDA tool, although very promising strategies
do exist in academic surroundings.
In this work, a new deterministic algorithm is introduced
that addresses the hw/sw partitioning problem. The chosen scenario follows the work of other well-known research
groups in the field, namely, Kalavade and Lee [8], Wiangtong
et al. [9], and Chatha and Vemuri [10]. The fundamental idea
behind the presented strategy is the exploitation of distinct
graph properties like locality and sparsity, which are very typical for human-made designs. Generally speaking, the algorithm locally performs an exhaustive search of a restricted
size while incrementally stepping through the graph structure. The algorithm shows strong performance compared to
implementations of the genetic algorithm as used by Mei et
al. [11], the penalty reward tabu search proposed by Wiangtong [9], and the GCLP algorithm of Kalavade [8] for the
classical binary partitioning problem. And a discussion of its
feasibility is given with respect to the extended partitioning
problem.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2
lists the most reputed work in the field of partitioning techniques. Section 3 illustrates the basic principles of system
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Figure 1: Common platform abstraction.

partitioning, gives an overview of typical graph representations, and introduces the common platform abstraction. It
is followed by a detailed description of the proposed algorithm and an identification of the essential graph properties
in Section 5. In Section 6, the sets of test graphs are introduced and the results for all algorithms are discussed. The
work is concluded and perspectives to future work are given
in Section 7.
2.

RELATED WORK

This section provides a structured overview of the most influential approaches in the field of system partitioning. In
general, it has to be stated that heuristic techniques dominate the field of partitioning. Some formulations have been
proved to be N P complete [12], and others are in P [13].
For the most formulations of partitioning problems, especially when combined with a scheduling scenario, no such
proofs exist, so they are just considered as hard.
In 1993, Ernst et al. [14] published an early work on the
partitioning problem starting from an all-software solution
within the COSYMA system. The underlying architecture
model is composed of a programmable processor core, memory, and customised hardware (Figure 1). The general strategy of this approach is the hardware extraction of the computational intensive parts of the design, especially loops, on a
fine-grained basic block level, until all timing constraints are
met. These computation intensive parts are identified by simulation and profiling. Internally, simulated annealing (SA) is
utilised to generate diﬀerent partitioning solutions. In 1993,
this granularity might have been feasible, but the growth in
system complexity rendered this approach obsolete. However, simulated annealing is still eligible if the granularity is
adjusted, to serve as a first benchmark provider due to its
simple and quickly to implement structure.
In 1995, the authors Kalavade [12] published a fast algorithm for the partitioning problem. They addressed the
coarse grained mapping of processes onto an identical architecture (Figure 1) starting from a directed acyclic graph
(DAG). The objective function incorporates several constraints on the available silicon area (hardware capacity),
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memory (software capacity), and latency as a timing constraint. The global criticality/local phase (GCLP) algorithm is
basically a greedy approach, which visits every process node
once and is directed by a dynamic decision technique considering several cost functions.
In the work of Eles et al. [15], a tabu search algorithm
is presented and compared to simulated annealing and a
Kernighan-Lin (KL) based heuristic. The target architecture
does not diﬀer from the previous ones. The objective function concentrates more on a trade-oﬀ between the communication overhead between processes mapped to diﬀerent resources and a reduction of execution time gained by parallelism. The most important contribution is the preanalysis
before the actual partitioning starts. Static code analysis techniques down to the operational level are combined with profiling and simulation to identify the computation intensive
parts of the functional code. A suitability metric is derived
from the occurrence of distinct operation types and their distribution within a process, which is later on used to guide the
mapping to a specific implementation technology.
In the later nineties, research groups started to put more
eﬀort into combined partitioning and scheduling techniques.
One of the first approaches to be mentioned of Chatha and
Vemuri [16] features the common platform model depicted
in Figure 1. Partitioning is performed in an iterative manner
on system level with the objective of minimising execution
time while maintaining the area constraint. The partitioning algorithm mirrors exactly the control structure of a classical Kernighan-Lin implementation adapted to more than
two implementation techniques, that is, for both hardware
and software exist more than one implementation type. Every time a node is tentatively moved to another implementation type, the scheduler estimates the change in the overall execution time instead of rescheduling the task graph. By
this means, a low runtime is preserved by losing reliability of
their objective function since the estimated execution time
is only an approximation. The authors extended their work
towards combined retiming, scheduling, and partitioning of
transformative applications, for example, JPEG or MPEG decoder [10].
A very mature combined partitioning and scheduling approach for directed acyclic graphs (DAG) has been published
in 2002 by Wiangtong et al. [9]. The target architecture adheres to the concept given in Figure 1, but features a more
detailed communication model. The work compares three
heuristic methods to traverse the search space of the partitioning problem: simulated annealing, genetic algorithm,
and tabu search. Additionally, the most promising technique
of this evaluation, tabu search, is further improved by a socalled penalty reward mechanism. A reimplementation of
this algorithm confirms the solid performance in comparison to the simulated annealing and genetic algorithms for
larger graphs.
Approaches based on genetic algorithms have been used
extensively in diﬀerent partitioning scenarios: Dick and
Jha [17] introduced the MOGAC cosynthesis system for
combined partitioning/scheduling for periodic acyclic task
graphs, Mei et al. [11] published a basic GA approach for the
binary partitioning in a very similar setting to our work, and
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Zou et al. [18] demonstrated a genetic algorithm with a finer
granularity (control flow graph level) but with the common
platform model of Figure 1.
3.

SYSTEM PARTITIONING

This section covers the fundamentals of system partitioning,
the graph representation for the system, and the platform abstraction. Due to limited space, only a general discussion of
the basic terms is given in order to ensure a suﬃcient understanding of our contribution. For a detailed introduction to
partitioning, please refer to the literature [19, 20].
3.1.

Graph representation of
signal processing systems

A common ground of modern signal processing systems is
their representation in dependence on their nature as dataflow-oriented systems on a macroscopic level, for instance,
in opposition to a call graph representation [21]. Nearly every signal processing work suite oﬀers a graphical blockbased design environment, which mirrors the movement of
data, streamed or blockwise, while it is being processed [22–
24]. The transformation of such systems into a task graph
is therefore straightforward and rather trivial. To be in accordance with most of the partitioning approaches in the
field, we assume a graph representation to be in the form
of synchronous data flow graphs (SDF), that has been firstly
introduced in 1987 [25]. This form established the backbone of renowned signal processing work suites, for example,
Ptolemy [23] or SPW [22]. It captures precisely multiple invocations of processes and their data dependencies and thus
is most suitable to serve as a system model. In Figure 2(a),
a simple example of an SDF graph G = (V, E ) is depicted
that is composed of a set of vertices V = {a, . . . , e} and a set
of edges E = {e1 , . . . , e5 }. The numbers on the tail of each
edge ei represent the number of samples produced per invocation of the vertex at the edge’s tail, out(ei ). The numbers on
the head of each edge indicate the number of samples consumed per invocation of the vertex at the edge’s head, in(ei ).
According to the data rates at the edges, such a graph can be
uniquely transformed into a single activation graph (SAG)
in Figure 2(b). Every vertex in an SAG stands for exactly one
invocation of the process, thus the complete parallelism in
the design becomes visible. Here, vertex b and d occur twice
in the SAG to ensure a valid graph execution, that is, every
produced data sample is also consumed. The vertices cover
the functional objects of the system, or processes, whereas the
edges mirror data transfers between diﬀerent processes.
Most of the partitioning approaches in Section 2 premise
the homogeneous, acyclic form of SDF graphs, or they state to
consider simply DAGs. An SDF graph is called homogeneous
if for all ei ∈ E , out(ei ) = in(ei ). Or in other words, the SDFG
and SAG exhibit identical structures. We explicitly allow for
general SDF graphs in our implementations of GA, TS, and
the new proposed algorithm. The transformation of general
SDF graphs into homogeneous SAG graphs is described in
[26], and does only aﬀect the implementation complexity of
the mechanism that schedules a given partitioning solution
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Figure 2: Simple example of a synchronous data flow graph and its decomposition into a single activation graph.
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Figure 3: Origin (a) and modification (b) towards the common platform abstraction used for the algorithm evaluation.

onto a platform model. Note that due to its internal structure, the GCLP algorithm can not easily be ported to general
SDF graphs and so it has been tested to acyclic homogeneous
SDF graphs only.
In its current state, such a graph only describes the mathematical behaviour of the system. A binding to specific values
for time, area, power, or throughput can only be performed
in combination with at least a rough idea of the architecture,
on which the system will be implemented. Such a platform
abstraction will be covered in the following section.
3.2. Platform abstraction
The inspiration for the architecture model in this work originates from our experience with an industry-designed UMTS
baseband receiver chip [27]. Its abstraction (see Figure 3(a))
has been developed to provide a maximum degree of generality while being along the lines of the industry-designed
SoCs in use. The real reference chip is composed of two DSP
cores for the control-oriented functionality (an ARM for the
signalling part and a StarCore for the multimedia part). It
features several hardware accelerating units (ASICs), for the
more data-oriented and computation intensive signal processing, one system bus to a shared RAM for mixed resource
communication, and optionally direct I/O to peripheral subsystems.
In Figure 3(b), the modification towards the platform
concept with just one DSP and one hardware processing unit
(e.g., FPGA) has been established (compare to Figure 1). This

modification was mandatory for the comparison to the partitioning techniques of Wiangtong et al. [9] and Kalavade and
Lee [8].
To the best of our knowledge, Wiangtong et al. [9]
were the first group to introduce a mature communication
model with high degree of realism. They diﬀerentiate between load and store accesses for every single memory/bus
resource, and ensure a static schedule that avoids any collisions on the communication resources. Whereas, for instance, in the work of Kalavade [12], the communication
between processes on the same resource is neglected completely, in the works of Chatha and Vemuri [10] or Vahid
and Le [21], the system’s execution time is estimated by averaging over the graph structure, and Eles et al. [15] do not
generate a value for the execution time of the system at all,
but base their solution quality mainly on the minimisation
of communication between the hardware and the software
resources.
Since, in this work, the achievable system time is considered as one of the key system traits, for which constraints
exist, a reliable feedback on the makespan of a distinct partitioning solution is obligatory. Therefore, we adhere to a
detailed communication model. Table 1 provides the example access times for reading and writing bits via the diﬀerent resources of the platform in Figure 3(b). Communication of processes on the same resource uses preferably the
local memory, unless the capacity is exceeded. Processes on
diﬀerent resources use the system bus to the shared memory. The presence of a DMA controller is assumed. In case
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the designer already knows the bus type, for example, ARM
AMBA 2.0, the relevant values could be modified accordingly.
With the knowledge about the platform abstraction described in Section 3.2 the system graph is enriched with additional information. The majority of the approaches assigns
a set of characteristic values to every vertex as follows:


∀vi ∈ V ∃ I(vi ) = et H , et S , gc, . . . ,


∀vi ∈ V ∃ Iv (vi ) = AiFPGA,1 , AiFPGA,2 , . . . , AiFPGA,k ,


(2)

AiSC,1 , AiSC,2 , . . . , AiSC,m .
In a similar fashion, the transfer times tt for the data transfer edges ei are considered since several communication resources exist in the design: the bus access to the shared memory (shr), the local software (lsm), and the local hardware
memory (lhm) as follows:
 i

i
i
∀ei ∈ E ∃ Ie (ei ) = ttshr
, ttlsm
, ttlhm
.

Communication
Local software memory
Local hardware memory
Shared system bus
Direct I/O

Read (bits/μs)
512
2048
1024
4096

Write (bits/μs)
1024
4096
2048
4096

(1)

where et H is the execution time as a hardware unit, et S is the
execution time of the software implementation, and gc is the
gate count for the hardware unit and others like power consumption and so forth. Those values are mostly obtained by
high-level synthesis [8] or estimation techniques like static
code analysis [28, 29] or profiling [30, 31]. Unlike in the
classical binary partitioning problem, in which just two implementation types for every process exist (et H , et S ), a set of
implementation types for every process is considered, comparable to the scenario chosen by Kalavade and Lee [8] and
Chatha and Vemuri [10]. This is usually referred to as an extended partitioning problem. Mentor Graphics recently released the high-level synthesis tool, CatapultC [32], which
allows for a fast synthesis of C functions for an FPGA or
ASIC implementation. By a variation of parameters, for example, the unfolding factor, pipelining, or register usage, it
is possible to generate a set of implementation alternatives
AiFPGA = {gc, et } for every single process vi , like an FIR, featured by the consumed area in gates, the gate count gc, and
the execution time et. Accordingly, for every other resource,
like the ARM or the StarCore (SC) processors, sets of implementation alternatives, AiARM = {cs, et } and AiSC = {cs, et },
can be generated by varying the compiler options. For instance, the minimisation of DSP stall cycles is traded oﬀ
against the code size cs for a lower execution time et as follows:

AiARM,1 , AiARM,2 , . . . , AiARM,l ,

Table 1: Maximum throughput for read/write accesses to the communication/memory resources.

(3)

The next section finally introduces the partitioning problem
for the given system graph and the platform model under
consideration of distinct constraints.
3.3. Basic terms of the partitioning problem
In embedded system design, the term partitioning combines
in fact two tasks: allocation, that is, the selection of architec-

tural components, and mapping, that is, the binding of system functions to these components. Since in most formulations, the selection of architectural components is presumed,
it is very common to use partitioning synonymously with
mapping. In the remaining work, the latter will be used to
be more precise. Usually, a number of requirements, or constraints, are to be met in the final solution, for instance, execution time, area, throughput, power consumption, and so
forth. This problem is in general considered to be intractable
or hard [33]. Arato et al. gave a proof for the N P completeness, but in the same work, they showed that other formulations are in P [13]. Our work elaborates on such an
N P -partitioning scenario combined with a multiresource
scheduling problem. The latter has been proven to be N P complete [34, 35].
With the platform model given in Section 3.2, the allocation has been established. In Figure 4, the mapping problem
of a simple graph is depicted. The left side shows the system
graph, Figure 4(a), the right side shows the platform model
in a graph-like fashion, Figure 4(b). With the connecting arcs
in the middle, the system graph and the architecture graph
compose the mapping graph. The following constraints have
to be met to build a valid mapping graph.
(i) All vertices of the system graph have to be mapped to
processing components of the architecture graph.
(ii) All edges of the system graph have to be mapped to
communication components of the architecture graph
as follows.
(a) Edges that connect vertices mapped to an identical processing component have to be mapped to
the local communication component of this processing component.
(b) Edges connecting vertices mapped to diﬀerent
processing components have to be mapped to the
communication component, that connects these
processing components.
(iii) Communication components are either sequential or
concurrent devices. If read or write accesses cannot occur concurrently, then a schedule for these access operations is generated.
(iv) Processing components can be sequential or concurrent devices. For sequential devices a schedule has to
exist.
A mapping according to all these rules is called feasible. However, feasibility does not ensure validity. A valid mapping is a
feasible mapping that fulfills the following constraints.
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Figure 4: Mapping specification between system graph and architecture graph.

(i) A deadline Tlimit measured in clock cycles (or μs) must
not be exceeded by the makespan of the mapping solution.
(ii) Sequential processing devices have a limited instruction or code size capacity Climit measured in bytes,
which must not be exceeded by the required memory
of mapped processes.
(iii) Concurrent processing devices have a limited area capacity Alimit measured in gates, which must not be exceeded by the consumed area of the mapped processes.
Other typical constraints, which have not been considered in
this work in order to be comparable to the algorithms of the
other authors, are monetary cost, power consumption, and
reliability.
Due to the presence of sequential processing elements,
bus or DSP, the mapping problem includes another hard optimisation challenge: the generation of optimal schedules for
a mapping instance. For any two processes mapped to the
DSP or data transfers mapped to the bus that overlap in time,
a collision has to be solved. A very common strategy to solve
occurring collisions in a fast and easy-to-implement manner
is the deployment of a priority list introduced by Hu [36],
which will be used throughout this work. As our focus lies on
the performance evaluation of a mapping algorithm, a review
of diﬀerent scheduling schemes is omitted here. Please refer
to the literature for more details on scheduling algorithms in
similar scenarios [37–39].
4.

SYSTEM GRAPHS PROPERTIES, COST FUNCTION,
AND CONSTRAINTS

This section deals with the identification of system graph
characteristics encountered in the partitioning problem. A
set of properties is derived, which disclose the view to
promising modifications of existing partitioning strategies
and finally initiate the development of a new powerful partitioning technique. The latter part introduces the cost function to assess the quality of a given partitioning solution and
the constraints such a solution has to meet.

4.1.

Revision of system graph structures

The very first step to design a new algorithm lies in the acquisition of a profound knowledge about the problem. A review of the literature in the field of partitioning and electronic system design in general, regarding realistic and generated system graphs has been performed. The value ranges
of the properties discussed below have been extracted from
the three following sources:
(i) an industry design of a UMTS baseband receiver chip
[27] written in COSSAP/C++;
(ii) a set of graph structures has been taken from Radioscape’s RadioLab3G, which is a UMTS library for
Matlab/Simulink [40];
(iii) three realistic examples stem from the standard task
graph set of the Kasahara Lab [41].
Additionally, many works incorporate one or two example
designs taken from development worksuites they lean towards [8, 14]. Others introduce a fixed set of typical and very
regular graph types [9, 39]. Nearly all of the mentioned approaches generate additional sets of random graphs up to
hundreds of graphs to obtain a reliable fundament for test
runs of their algorithms. However, truly random graphs, if
not further specified, can diﬀer dramatically from the specific
properties found in human made graphs. Graphs in electronic system design, in which programmers capture their
understanding of the functionality and of the data flow, can
be isolated by specific values for the following set of graph
properties.
Granularity
Depending on the granularity of the graph representation,
the vertices may stand for a single operational unit (MAC,
Add, or Shift) [14] or have the rich complexity of an MPEG
or H.264 decoder. The majority of the partitioning approaches [8–10, 17] decide for medium-sized vertices that
cover the functionality of FIRs, IDCTs, Walsh-Hadamards
transform, shellsort algorithms, or similar procedures. This
size is commonly considered as partitionable. The following
graph properties are related to system graphs with such a
granularity.
Locality
In graph theory, the term k-locality is defined as follows
[42]: a locality of k > 0 means that when all vertices of a
graph are written as elements of a vector with indices i =
1 . . . |V |, edges may only exist between vertices whose indices
do not diﬀer by more than k. More descriptively, humanmade graphs in electronic system design reveal a strong aﬃnity to this locality property for rather small k values compared to its number of vertices |V |. From a more pragmatic
perspective, it can be expressed as a graph’s aﬃnity to rather
short edges, that is, vertices are connected to other vertices
on a similar graph level. The generation of a k-locality graph
is simple but the computation of the k-locality for a given
graph is a hard optimisation problem itself, since k should be
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the sum of the weights of the vertices (and edges) encountered on the longest path. Apparently, this modification fails
when the vertices and edges feature a set of varying weights
since in our case, the execution times et and transfer times tt
will serve as weights.
Hence, for every vertex and every edge an average is built
over their possible execution and transfer times, etavg and
ttavg . These averaged values then serve as unique weights for
the time-related degree of parallelism γt :
(a) dense

(b) sparse



γt = 

Figure 6: Density of graph structures.

the smallest possible. Hence, we introduce a related metric to
describe the locality of a given graph: the rank-locality rloc .
In Figure 5, two graphs are depicted. At the bottom, the rank
(or precedence) levels are annotated and the rank-locality is
computed as follows:
rloc =





1 
rank vsink (ei ) − rank vsource (ei ) .
|E | e ∈E
i

(4)

The rank-locality can be calculated very easily for a given
graph. Very low values, rloc ∈ [1.0 . . . 2.0], are reliable indicators for system graphs in signal processing.
Density
A directed graph is considered as dense if |E |∼|V |2 , and as
sparse if |E |∼|V | [42], see Figure 6. Here, an edge corresponds to a directed data transfer, which is either existing between two vertices or not. The possible values for the number of edges calculate to (|V | − 1) ≤ |E | ≤ (|V | − 1)|V |,
and for directed acyclic graphs to (|V | − 1) ≤ |E | ≤ (|V | −
1)|V |/2. The considered system graphs are biased towards
sparse
 graphs with a density ratio of about ρ = |E |/ |V | =
2 . . . |V |.
Degree of Parallelism
The degree of parallelism γ is in general defined as γ =
|V |/ |VLP |, with |VLP | being the number of vertices on the
longest (critical) path [43]. In a weighted graph scenario this
definition can easily be modified towards the fraction of the
overall sum of the vertices’ (and edges’) weights divided by



j
e j ∈E ttavg

j .
i
vi ∈VLP etavg + e j ∈ELP ttavg
i
vi ∈V etavg

+

(5)

This property may vary to a higher degree since many chainlike signal processing systems exist as well as graphs with
a medium,
although rarely high, inherent parallelism, γt =

2 . . . |V |. But for directed acyclic graphs this property can
be calculated eﬃciently beforehand and serves as a fundamental metric that influences the choice of scheduling and
partitioning strategies.
Taking these properties into account, random graphs of
various sizes have been generated building up sets of at least
180 diﬀerent graphs of any size.
A categorisation of the system graph according to the
aforementioned properties for directed acyclic graphs can be
eﬃciently achieved by a single breadth-first search as follows:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

the totalised values for area Atotal , Stotal , and time Ttotal ;
the time based degree of parallelism γt .
the ranks of all vertices;
the density ρ of the system graph.

These values can be achieved with linear algorithmic complexity O(|V | + |E |). A second run over the list of edges
yields the rank-locality property in O(|E |). The set of preconditions for the application of the following algorithm is
comprised
by a low to medium degree of parallelism γt ∈

[2, 2 |V 
|], a low rank-locality rloc ≤ 8, and a sparse density
ρ = 2 . . . |V |.
In Figure 7, a typical graph with low values for ρ and rloc
is depicted. The rank levels are annotated at the bottom of the
graphic. The fundamental idea of the algorithm explained in
Section 5 is that, in general, a local optimal solution, for instance, covering the rank levels 0 and 1, does probably not
interfere with an optimal solution for the rank levels 6 and 7.
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4.2. Cost function, constraints, and
performance metrics

Finally
mapped
a c

Although there are about as many diﬀerent cost functions as
there are research groups, all of the referred to approaches in
Section 2 consider time and area as counteracting optimisation goals. As can be seen in (6), a weighted linear combination is preferred due to its simple and extensible structure.
We have also applied Pareto point representations to seize the
quality of these multiobjective optimisation problems [44],
but in order to achieve comparable scalar values for the different approaches, the weighted sum seems more appropriate. According to Kalavade’s work, code size has been taken
into account as well. Additional metrics, for instance, power
consumption per process implementation type, can just be
added as a fourth linear term with an individual weight. The
quality of the obtained solution, the cost value ΩP for the best
partitioning solution P, is then
ΩP = pT (TP ) α

pA

AP
Alimit

=

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨1.0,
⎪
⎪
⎩

AP
Alimit

AP ≤ Alimit ,
(7)

η

,

AP > Alimit .

The penalty functions for pT and pS are defined analogously.
If not stated otherwise, η is set to 4.0.
The boolean validity value VP of an obtained partitioning
P is given by the boolean term: VP = (TP ≤ Tlimit ) ∧ (AP ≤
Alimit ) ∧ (SP ≤ Slimit ). A last characteristic value is the validity
percentage Ψ = Nvalid /N, which is the quotient of the number
of valid solutions Nvalid divided by the number of all solutions
N, for a graph set containing N diﬀerent graphs.
The constraints can be further specified by three ratios
RT , RA , and RS to give a better understanding of their strictness. The ratios are obtained by the following equations:
RT =

Tlimit − Tmin
,
Ttotal − Tmin

RA =

Alimit
,
Atotal

RS =

Slimit
.
Stotal

(8)

The totalised values for area Atotal , code size Stotal , and execution time Ttotal are simply built by the sum of the maximum
gate counts gc, maximum code sizes cs, and maximum execution time etmax of every process (plus the maximum transfer time ttmax of every edge), respectively. The computation
of Tmin is obtained by scheduling the graph under the assumption of an implementation featuring a full parallelism,
that is, unlimited FPGA resources and no conflicts on any
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Figure 8: Moving window for the RRES on an ordered vertex vector.
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TP − Tmin
A
S
+ pA (AP ) β P + pS (SP ) ξ P .
Tlimit − Tmin
Alimit
Slimit
(6)

Here, TP is the makespan of the graph for partitioning P,
which must not exceed Tlimit ; AP is the sum of the area of
all processes mapped to hw, which must not exceed Alimit ; SP
is the sum of the code sizes of all processes mapped to sw,
which must not exceed Slimit . With the weight factors α, β,
and ξ, the designer can set individual priorities. If not stated
otherwise, these factors are set to 1. In the case that one of
the values TP , AP , or SP exceeds its limit, a penalty function
is applied to enforce solutions within the limits:

Tentatively
mapped

RRES
window
b d f e
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m

ALAP

stalap (b)

Figure 9: Two diﬀerent start times for process (b) according to
ASAP and ALAP schedule.

sequential device. It has to be stated that Tmin and Ttotal are
lower and upper bounds since their exact calculation in most
cases is a hard optimisation problem itself.
Consequently, a constraint is rather strict when the allowed for resource limit is small in comparison to the resource demands that are present in the graph. For instance,
the totalised gate count Atotal of all processes in the graph is
100k gates, if Alimit = 20k, then RA = 0.2, which is rather
strict, as in average, only every fifth process may be mapped
to the FPGA or may be implemented as an ASIC.
The computational runtime Θ has been evaluated as well
and is measured in clock cycles.
5.

THE RESTRICTED RANGE EXHAUSTIVE
SEARCH ALGORITHM

This section introduces the new strategy to exploit the properties of graph structures described in Section 4.1. Recall the
fundamental idea sketched in the properties section of noninterfering rank levels. Instead of finding proper cuts in the
graph to ensure such a noninterference, which is very rarely
possible, we consider a moving window (i.e., a contiguous
subset of vertices) over the topologically sorted vertices of
the graph, and apply exhaustive searches on these subsets,
as depicted in Figure 8. The annotations of the vertices refer to Figure 9. The window is moved incrementally along
the graph structure from the start vertices to the exit vertices
while locally optimising the subset of the RRES window.
The preparation phase of the algorithm comprises several necessary steps to boost the performance of the proposed
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Table 2: Averaged cost ΩP obtained for RRES starting from diﬀerent initial solutions.
Initial
solution
|V |
20
50
100

Pure
SW

Pure HW

2.241
2.569
2.700

2.267
2.566
2.655

Random Heuristic
2.118
2.237
2.261

2.101
2.185
2.202

Heuristic
and RRES
2.085
2.170
2.188

strategy. The initial solution, the very first assignment of
vertices to an implementation type, has an impact on the
achieved quality, although we can observe that this eﬀect is
negligible for fast and reasonable techniques to create initial solutions. In Table 2, the obtained cost values for an
RRES (window length = 8, loose constraints) are depicted
with varying initial solutions: pure software, pure hardware,
guided random assignment according to the constraint setting, a more sophisticated but still very fast construction
heuristic described in the literature [45], and when applying RRES on the partitioning solutions obtained by a preceding run with the aforementioned construction heuristic. Apparently, the local optima reached via the first two
nonsensical initial solutions are substantially worse than the
others. In the third column, the guided random assignment
maps the vertices randomly but considers the constraint set
in a simple way, that is, for any vertex, a real value in [0, 1]
is randomly generated and compared to a global threshold
T = (RT + (1 − RA ) + RS )/3, hence leading to balanced starting partitions. The construction heuristic discussed in [45] in
the fourth column even considers each vertex traits individually and incorporates a sorting algorithm with complexity
O(|V |log(|V |)). In the last column, RRES has been applied
twice, the second time on the solutions obtained for an RRES
run with the custom heuristic. The improvement is marginal
opposing the doubled run time. These examples will demonstrate that RRES is quite robust when working on a reasonable point of origin. Further on, RRES is always applied starting from the construction heuristic since it provides good solutions introducing only a small run time overhead, but even
RRES with initial solution based on random assignment can
compete with the other algorithms.
Another crucial part is certainly the identification of the
order, in which the vertices are visited by the moving window.
For the vertex order, a vector is instantiated holding the vertices indices. The main requirement for the ordering is that
adjacent elements in the vector mirror the vicinity of readily mapped processes in the schedule. Diﬀerent schemes to
order the vertices have been tested: a simple rank ordering
that neglects the annotated execution and transfer times; an
ordering according to ascending Hu priority levels that incorporates the critical path of every vertex; a more elaborate
approach is the generation of two schedules, as soon as possible and as late as possible as in Figure 9. For some vertices, we
obtain the very same start times st(v) = stasap (v) = stalap (v)
for both schedules since for all v ∈ VLP with VLP ⊆ V
building the longest path(s) (e.g., vertex i). The start and

end times are diﬀerent if v∈
/ VLP (e.g., b), then we chose
st(v) = (1/2)(stasap (v) + stalap (v)) (e.g., vertex b).
An alignment according to ascending values of st(v)
yielded the best results among these three schemes, since the
dynamic range of possible schedule positions is hence incorporated. It has to be stated that in the case of the binary
partitioning problem, exactly two diﬀerent execution times
for any vertex exist, and three diﬀerent transfer times for the
edges (hw-sw, hw-hw, and sw-sw). In order to achieve just
a single value for execution and transfer times for this consideration, again, diﬀerent schemes are possible: utilising the
values from the initial solution, simply calculating their average, or utilising a weighted average, which incorporates the
constraints. The last technique yielded the best results on the
applied graph sets. The exact weighting is given in the following equation:
1
et = (RS etsw + (1 − RS )ethw + RA ethw
3

(9)

+ (1 − RA )etsw + RT etsw + (1 − RT )ethw ),
where RT = RT if etsw ≥ ethw , and RT = 1 − RT otherwise.
Note that this averaging takes place before the RRES algorithm starts to enable a good exploitation of its potential,
it will not be mistaken as the method to calculate the task
graph execution time during the RRES algorithm in general.
Whereas during the RRES and all other algorithms, any generated partitioning solution is properly scheduled: parallel
tasks and data transfers on concurrent resources run concurrently, and sequential resources arbitrate collisions of their
processes or transfers by a Hu level priority list and introduce
delays for the losing process or transfer.
Once the vertex vector has been generated, the main algorithm starts. In Algorithm 1 pseudocode is given for the
basic steps of the proposed algorithm. Lines (1)-(2) cover
the steps already explained in the previous paragraphs. The
loop in lines (4)–(6) is the windowing across the vertex vector with window length W. From within the loop, the exhaustive search in line (9) is called with parameters for the
window vi − v j . The swapping of the most recently added
vertex v j in line (10) is necessary to save half of the runtime since all solutions for the previous mapping of v j have
already been calculated in the iteration before. This is related to the break condition of the loop in following the line
(11). Although the current window length is W, only 2W −1
mappings have to be calculated anew in every iteration. In
line (12), the current mapping according to the binary representation of loop index i is generated. In other words, all
possible permutations of the window elements are generated leading to new partitioning solutions. Any of these solutions is properly scheduled, avoiding any collisions, and
the cost metric is computed. In lines (13)–(19), the checks
for the best and the best valid solution are performed. The
actual final mapping of the oldest vertex in the window vi
takes place in line (21). Here, the mapping of vi is chosen,
which is part of the best solution seen so far. When the
window reaches the end of the vector, the algorithm terminates.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for the RRES scheduling algorithm

6.

RESULTS

To achieve a meaningful comparison between the diﬀerent strategies and their modifications and to support the
application of the new scheduling algorithm, many sets of
graphs have been generated with a wider range as described
in Section 4. For the sizes of 20, 50, and 100 vertices, there
are graph sets containing 180 diﬀerent graphs with a varying
graph properties γt = 2 . . . 2 |V |, rloc = 1 . . . 8, and densities
with ρ = 1.5 . . . |V |. Two diﬀerent constraint settings are
given: loose constraints with (RT , RA , RS ) = (0.5, 0.5, 0.7, ),
in which any algorithm found in 100% a valid solution, and
strict constraints with (RT , RA , RS ) = (0.4, 0.4, 0.5, ) to enforce a number of invalid solutions for some algorithms. The
tests with the strict constraints are then accompanied with
the validity percentage Ψ ≤ 100%.
Naturally, the crucial parameter of RRES is the window
length W, which has strong eﬀects on both the runtime and
the quality of the obtained solutions. In Figure 10, the first
result is given for the graph set with the least number of vertices |V | = 20 since a complete exhaustive search (ES) over
all 220 solutions is still feasible. The constraints are strict. The
vertical axes show the range of the validity percentage Ψ and
the best obtained cost values Ω averaged over the 180 graphs.
Over the possible window lengths W, shown on the x-axis,
the performance of the RRES algorithm is plotted. The dotted lines show the ES performance. For a window length of
20, the obtained values for RRES and ES naturally coincide.
The algorithm’s performance is scalable with the window
length parameter W. The trade-oﬀ between solution quality
and runtime can hence directly be adjusted by the number

2.9

80
ΨRRES

2.8

60
Ψ

Ω

(0) RRES () {
(1) createInitialSolution();
(2) createOrderedVector();
(3)
(4) for (i = 1; i <= |V | − W; i++) {
(5)
windowedExhaustiveSearch(i, i + W);
(6) }
(7) }
(8)
(9) windowedExhaustiveSearch(int v i, int v j) {
(10) swapVertex(v j);
(11) for (int i = 0; i < 2 (W − 1); i + +) {
(12)
createMapping (v i, v j, i);
(13)
(14)
if (constraints fulfilled)
{ valid = true;}
(15)
if (cost < bestCost)
{ storeSolution();}
(16)
if (cost < bestValCost && valid)
{ storeValidSolution();}
(17) }
(18) mapVertex(v i, bestSolution);
(19) }

2.7

40
ΩRRES

2.6

20

ΩES

0

2.5
5
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15

W
κ < 50
κ < 50

Figure 10: Validity Ψ and cost Ω for RRES, GCLP, and ES plotted
over the window length W.

of calculated solutions S = (|V | − W)2(W −1) . The dashed
curves are the cost and validity values over the graph subset, for which the product of rank locality and parallelism is
κ = γ rloc < 50. Obviously, there is a strong dependency between the proposed RRES algorithm and this product. In the
last part of this section, this relation is brought into sharper
focus.
For the following algorithms GA and TS that comprise
a randomised structure, the outcome naturally varies. An
ensemble of 30 diﬀerent runs over any graph for any algorithm with a specific parameter set is performed. Since
the distribution function of the cost values for these ensembles is not known, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [46]
has been applied to any ensemble and any randomised algorithm to check whether a normal distribution of the cost
values can be assumed. If so, the mean value and the standard deviation of the obtained cost values are suﬃcient to
completely assess the performance of the algorithm. This
assumption has been supported for all algorithms applied
to graphs with a size equal or larger than 50 vertices. For
smaller graphs of 20 vertices, this assumption turns out to
be invalid for 28 out of 180 graphs. As in these cases, GA
and RRES found to a large degree (near-)optimal solutions.
Thus only the subset is compared by mean and standard
deviation for which the normal distribution could be verified.
The parameter set of the GA implementation is briefly
outlined. For a detailed description of the GA terms, please
refer to the literature [47]. The chromosome coding utilises,
as fundament, the very same ordered vertex vector as depicted in Figure 8. Every element of the chromosome, a gene,
corresponds to a single vertex. Thus adjacent processes in
the graph are also in vicinity in the chromosome. Possible
gene values, or alleles, are 1 for hardware and 0 for software. Two selection schemes are provided, tournament and
roulette wheel selection, of which the first showed better convergence. Mating is performed via two-point crossover recombination. Mutation is implemented as an allele flip with
a probability 0.03 per gene. The population size is set to 2|V |,
and the termination criterion is fulfilled after 2|V | generations without improvement. These GA mechanisms have
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Table 3: Results obtained for the four algorithms on 180 diﬀerent graphs.

|V | = 20
|V | = 50
|V | = 100

Strict
loose
Strict
loose
Strict
loose

Ω
2.52
2.07
2.76
2.21
2.84
2.28

GA
σ
0.17
0.11
0.19
0.12
0.19
0.12

Ψ
92.2%
100%
81.6%
100%
66.4%
100%

Ω
3.07
2.74
3.11
2.67
3.70
2.80

GCLP
σ
0.25
0.17
0.11
0.11
0.37
0.17

been selected according to similar GA implementations in
literature [11, 48].
The next algorithm to benchmark against is the penalty
reward TS from Wiangtong et al. [9]. It combines a short
term memory, that is, the tabu list of recently visited regions
of the search space, with a long term memory, such that frequently visited regions of the search space are penalised (diversification), and regions that frequently return high-quality
solution are rewarded (intensification). An aspiration criterion is provided, which ensures that globally best solutions
are accepted, even when they are flagged tabu. According to
their work, we chose
 an identical parameter set: neighbourhood size isSN = |V |/2 , and the number of tabu degrees
|V |/2 , so that the obtained tabu list length is
is Ntd =
LT = SN Ntd = |V |/2. The long term memory covers a range
of 10 vertices, corresponding to suﬃcient memory for 210
diﬀerent regions. The termination criterion is fulfilled after
4|V | iterations without improvement.
The third algorithm GCLP of the Ptolemy I framework
features a with a very low algorithmic complexity O(|V |2 ).
Its core structure is a breadth first search, that visits every
process once and decides instantaneously its implementation
type. The decision is led by a superposition of two characteristic values: the global criticality and the local phase value.
The first gives an indication whether time, area, or code size
are most critical at the current stage of the algorithm based
on the decision about already mapped vertices and estimations about yet unmapped vertices. The local phase value of a
vertex is an individual indicator that expresses its tendency to
be implemented in either sw or hw. This superposition moderates the greediness of the concept to more balanced solutions that meet all the constraints. For exact details, please
refer to the literature [8, 12].
Table 3 contains selected information about the performance of the four algorithms on all graph sets. Table 3 shows
the averaged results for all graphs with the sizes |V | =
20, 50, 100. The termination criteria of GA and TS and the
window length of RRES had been adjusted so that their runtimes do not diﬀer by more than 25%. The best values are
shown in bold. On first inspection, the results expose advantages for RRES both in cost and validity for these graph structures. The GCLP algorithm trails by more than 25% in Ω and
Ψ, but is 50 to 100 times faster. Consequently, this algorithm
is a reasonable candidate for very large graphs, |V | > 200,
because only then its very low runtime proves truly advantageous.

Ψ
69.6%
88.9%
72.5%
97.5%
25.2%
93.0%

Ω
2.56
2.09
2.77
2.23
2.81
2.22

TS
σ
0.19
0.11
0.19
0.12
0.20
0.12

Ψ
83.4%
100%
77.5%
100%
62.4%
100%

Ω
2.56
2.06
2.70
2.17
2.70
2.16

RRES (W = 10)
σ
Ψ
0.18
85.5%
0.12
100%
0.18
93.3%
0.11
100%
0.17
99.4%
0.12
100%

A more sophisticated picture of the algorithms performance can be obtained if we plot the averaged cost values of
GA, TS, and RRES of all graphs and all sizes over their ranklocality metric rloc and the parallelism metric γ, respectively.
Recall that we identified typical system graphs in the field to
have rather low values for rloc and a low to medium value
for γ, while having low values for ρ. The metric κ has been
calculated for all the sample graphs, and the performance of
GA, TS, and RRES has been plotted against this characteristic value, as shown in Figure 11. The Ω values are normalised
to the minimum cost value Ωmin = min(ΩGA , ΩTS , ΩRRES )
so that the performance diﬀerences are given in percentages
above 1.0. For low values of κ, the RRES algorithm yields significantly better results up to 7%. Its performance degrades
slowly until it drops back behind GA for values larger than
50 and behind TS for values larger than 80. Interestingly, GA
loses performance as well, for values larger than 130, hence
giving an hint why Wiangtong found his TS version better
suited as GA. This behaviour of GA becomes clear when we
recall the intricacies of its chromosome coding. Due to the
fundamental schema theorem [47] of genetic algorithms, adjacent genes in the chromosome coding have to reflect a corresponding locality in the system graph. With growing values of κ, the mapping of the graph onto the two-dimensional
chromosome vector decreasingly mirrors the vicinity of the
vertices within the graph. Hence GA proves very sensitive to
badly fitting chromosome codings, whereas TS remains insensitive to higher values of the product κ.
Figure 12 shows the quality dependency of RRES over W
and the runtime Θ in clock cycles for the graph set with
|V | = 100 in comparison to the GA. The constraint set is
loose. The shaded area illustrates where RRES outperforms
GA both in quality and runtime. But it is apparent that the
window length should lie below 14 for the binary mapping
problem.
Consequently, a relevant aspect is the consideration of
the extended mapping problem when more than two implementation alternatives exist. It is obvious that the runtime of the RRES algorithm would suﬀer greatly from an
increasing number of implementation alternatives. Assume
for every process in the design exist four implementation alternatives instead of two, for instance, another DSP is made
available and two FPGA implementations for a process exist
trading oﬀ area versus execution time. As the runtime is then
proportional to (|V | − W)4(W −1) , the window length has to
be halved to keep the runtime approximately constant with
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respect to the binary case. From Figure 12, such a bisection
(from W = 10 to W = 5) may still look acceptable, but it
is clear that for an average number of implementation alternatives greater than four per process, RRES becomes quickly
infeasible.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work a new heuristic for the hardware/software partitioning problem has been introduced. A thorough analysis
of its behaviour related to graph properties revealed a strong
performance for a distinct subset of system graphs typical
in the field of electronic system design. For this subset and
the binary mapping problem, the proposed RRES algorithm
clearly outperforms three other popular techniques based on
the concept of genetic algorithms, Wiangtong’s penalty reward tabu search, and the well-reputed GCLP algorithm of
Kalavade and Lee.
A mandatory step is the modification of RRES to the extended partitioning problem when there are more than two
possible implementation types per vertex. Future work will
scrutinise the run time of the RRES algorithm by revising the
incremental movement of the RRES window. It may be possible to identify situations, in which more than one vertex
could be mapped per movement of the window. Another interesting idea is the implementation of a short term memory
for the moving window, in which the implementation type
of vertices is fixed precociously due to their contribution to
the recently found global best solutions.
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